‘Sublime stuff: a curious mixture of coke smoke and peat-reek wafts teasingly over the gently honied malt. A hint of melon offers some fruit
but the caressing malt stars; that rarest of combinations: at once silky and malt intense, yet at the same time peppery and tin-hat time
for the tastebuds, but the silk wins out and a sheen of barley sugar coats everything, soft peat included; some cocoa and coffee notes,
yet the pervading honied sweetness means that there is no bitterness … Oh, if only the average masterpiece could be this good.’

Double-matured
in Oloroso cask wood.

Muscavado toffee and lemon
on the nose.
Peat, heather and spice
lightly dance on a sunny day.
Clear honey ebbs and flows
over the tongue.
The warmth of the malt resonates overall.
A dry vanilla finish.
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Cask strength
from American Oak hogsheads.
Only 5,358 bottles filled.

Wood-shavings and lime salsa on the nose.
A smooth warm vanilla nougat,
sweet and oily, very oily,
with hot fresh coriander and honeysuckle.
Complex and old.
Lovely mouthfeel—liquid silk.
The warm oaky finish lingers.
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A smooth and subtle malt.
Discover creamy vanilla,
heather honey and just a hint of
Highland smoke.
Distilled in the cold
Monadhliath mountains.
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At 1,164 feet above sea level
the distillery is one of the highest
in Scotland,
and in the coldest location.
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The description of Dalwhinnie 15 Year old in Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible

Chosen from our warehouse, unbottled
and only for tasting here and now.
You can never buy this whisky.

A warm plaster on a skint knee.
Lemon meringue pie on a malt biscuit base.
Clear warm currents coming towards you
like hot molten steel.
Rye sourdough.
More of a smooth sensation than a taste.
Whisky you don’t just taste, you feel.

